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Work' s analysis : 
 Used materials: cardboards, wood, paint 
 Artistic techniques: papier-mâché, Plasticine 

 

 

                                               

Encounter with the work :  
 Observation of photos of sculpture 
 Spontaneous expression of sound felt towards the work 

educational interest 
 Discover an artist and his works,  
 Observe, describe and analyze the works of an artist 
 Create a work in the style of Nathalie GALEA 

 

required age : 
 starting from 9.... 
years 

 

Sculptures of more or less 
domestic supernatural 

Nathalie GALEA  1973-  
 



creative process 
 

  
 

 

Progress  
 

 Students tasks  : 
 

 Inflate balls of various forms and sizes, embody balls by following simple models of Lili One's book  - Edition  Fleurus 
 Cover the big balls (balloons) of several coats (layers) of papier-mâché 
 Paint directly the not sculptured balls (balloons) 
 Coat balls (balloons) sculptured by wood filler to harden at the most the sculpture which is small-sized (short) 
 Give life to its sculpture by sticking various materials (feathers, barks, corks of polystyrene, … 
 Put the various sculptures on natural supports (media) (branches, barks) or made according to his imagination and according to its 

environment 

 
 

 Instructions  : 
 

 In your turn, by bringing some variants, that is by leaving of a préformé ball (balloon) or a ball (balloon) which you will have sculptured, you 
go to realize a work in the style of Nathalie GALEA. 

 Recover every ball (balloon) of several coats (layers) of papier-mâché, and for balls (balloons) sculptured by an additional coat (layer) of 
wood filler. 

 Paint every ball (balloon) of the color which you wish. 
 Give life to your sculptures by sticking with a pistol on glue the various provided you with materials of decoration which you will have chosen 

according to your imagination. 
 Find or make a support (medium) for your sculpture. 

 
 Teacher's role  :  

 
 Help the children in difficulties, how shows to sculpture a ball (balloon) 
 Frame (supervise) and reassures (secures) the use of the pistol with glue 
 Teaches to the children to be meticulous, careful, precise, patient in their creation 

 
 

Implemented resources / materials (per student) : 
- Balls (Balloons) of various forms and sizes, balls (balloons) to be sculptured 
- Newspaper paper 
- Wood filler 
- Brushes, paint (painting), glue 
- Feathers, barks, corks in polystyrene, … 
- Pistol with glue 

 
 
 

learning objectives   
 
 Create a personal work by being inspired by 
a known work, both at the level of the technique 
and of the used material (equipment). 
 
  
 
 

 

Pedagogical organization : 
 Work in small groups with the teacher 

 
Duration : 
 6 - 7 sessions of 45 minutes by 

sculpture 

 
 
 



implementation steps 
 

1   
 

2  
  

Inflate preformed balls (balloons) or sculpture balls (balloons) Cover the balls (balloons) of several coats (layers) of papier-mâché 

3  
 

4   
 

 Paint preformed balls (balloons) and coat balls (balloons) sculptured by wood 
filler 

Stick according to his imagination various materials that the teacher in put 
at the disposal of the children 

5  
 

6  

Painted sculptures Sculptures on support 

 

possible extensions 
 

 
 

 

performed by . Sylvie VINCENT    Ecole André AALBERG 
ce.0681410N@ac-strasbourg.fr   Sainte Marie aux Mines 
   France 
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